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This gigantic 21st Century course manual has a staggering accumulation of 223 mind exercises designed to allow a person to use their complete brain.  The exercises involve balancing your emotions, increasing your memory, improving your creativity, enhancing your sensory appreciation and much, much more - time distortion, lightning calculating, speed reading, self-hypnosis, multi-tasking, etc.
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The Psychology of Entertainment Media: Blurring the Lines Between Entertainment and PersuasionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The Psychology of Entertainment Media provides a cutting-edge look at how entertainment media affects its viewers, both in intended and unintended ways, and the psychological processes that underlie these effects. The collection represents an international, multidisciplinary investigation of an age-old process--persuasion--in a relatively...
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Carpentry (For Pros By Pros)Taunton Press, 2007

	Carpentry covers every important facet of residential carpentry, from framing the mudsills, walls, floors, ceilings and roof to building stairs, cabinets and other built-ins, as well as basic finish carpentry skills such as interior trim carpentry and exterior siding.

	

	For builders and remodelers, Carpentry...
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Ballistic TraumaSpringer, 2005

	Ballistic Trauma: A Practical Guide provides a concise guide to the clinical and operational issues surrounding the management of the ballistic casualty. The book crystallizes the knowledge and experience accrued by those dealing with ballistic trauma on a regular basis and extends this to those who have to manage these...
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Chromatic Algorithms: Synthetic Color, Computer Art, and Aesthetics after CodeUniversity of Chicago Press, 2014

	These days, we take for granted that our computer screensâ€•and even our phonesâ€•will show us images in vibrant full color. Digital color is a fundamental part of how we use our devices, but we never give a thought to how it is produced or how it came about.
...
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Stoppees' Guide to Photography and Light: What Digital Photographers, Illustrators, and Creative Professionals Must KnowFocal Press, 2008
Brian & Janet Stoppee have incorporated their decades of daily, hands-on expertise at image-making plus their leading seminars and one-on-one training into the most comprehensive guide to photographic lighting available!
 
Its impossible to be successful in photography without a mastery of light. Its the basis of all things...
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites : Visual QuickPro Guide, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
It hasn't taken Web developers long to discover that when it comes to   creating dynamic, database-driven Web sites, MySQL and PHP provide a   winning open source combination. Add this book to the mix, and there's no   limit to the powerful, interactive Web sites that users can create. With   step-by-step instructions, complete scripts, and expert...
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